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About This Game

Spectrum Break is a synth-infused physics platformer, where you reshape levels with neon light. Blocks in each level float in
zero gravity and can be pushed around by the player, causing them to light up in a burst of vibrant color and sound. Light up all

blocks to win.

 Completely reshape a level as you play through it. Dynamic levels react to your movements, every playthrough will be
unique.

 Smooth gameplay, vibrant colors and synth music are hypnotic, upbeat, and calming.

 55 levels that grow in size in complexity as new blocks types are introduced throughout the game.

 Some players rely on quick platforming skills, others on thoughtful puzzle solving. There is no single way to play.

 A secret block in every level and 6 real achievements.

 Simple controls, just move and jump, but the gameplay is deep and challenging.

It's time to chill.
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Title: Spectrum Break
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Jason Hein
Publisher:
Jason Hein
Release Date: 29 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 1.6 Ghz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB or Intel hd graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Intel hd graphics or AMD Radeon HD 6520G

Additional Notes: Includes keyboard and gamepad support.

English
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It's a piece of crap.. Man, I love this game! I remember playing Popeye on my friend's old Atari... Or maybe it was the
Colecovision? Okay, I don't really remember the game all that well but I remember loving it.

What's not to love? You've got gators chasing you wanting to eat you, mysterious garage of wonders and old motherboards, and
50s style comics on a nearby table. It's a fun three-level game with an ever-increasing difficulty and an ending nobody has seen
yet. That's right, you can be the first to see a kill-screen ending before EVERYONE ELSE. You'll get street cred. If you have to
choose between 1 game featuring gators this year and you don't want to play Bayou Billy for the billionth time, get this game.

If this game has any problems is that the first level can be somewhat difficult for beginners. And I had a few other gripes, but
with the game's newest patches a lot of the problems have been fixed. It's a game that's easy to pick up, difficult to master, and
very fun and goofy.

Tl;dr version:

Gators. That is all. 19.45\/10. Very good game, but it needed a resolution of the main character not just to say "well you
graduated" and then end. It needed to continue by telling us how the sorcorers test went (if they take it), and chaging back to his
original gender (Male). Also emerse the reader more into the story by telling us more about the world they are in.. Very
mediocre product. Looks to have very little effort put into it. MAYBE worth $0.99. Could be quite useful, but everything from
the graphics to the controls need a lot more effort put into them. Controllers only sometimes work properly. Audience is
laughably poor. I understand the use of reusing models and animations, but it seemed to have only 3 character models and two
animations. It's insanely overpriced for what it offers.. A good priced and fun dlc the real board game is like 10X this amount so
its good.
only dissapointing this is everybody needs it to play also they just added it where you can buy a copy called unlimited where not
everyone needs it.
this is great and fun and hilarious. would reccomend 10\/10
totaly worth it no regrets. A beautiful game, cartoony style, based on tales and classic epic stories, where you have to solve the
malevolence of a kind of demon that want to erradicate all memories of them, by making characters in those stories forget their
important role in human history and bring an end to all that it's wonderful and magic in our world.

A classic point-click adventure game, where you're not there to kill and be killed, but to solve situations by using things you pick
up, talking to characters, traveling to places where you have to find solutions to the problems that are presented to you. It also
includes some simple puzzles.

It is meant for those with patience, that take their time to go around exploring, searching, listening and clicking their way
through the story until it unravels itself.

If you liked games like Monkey Island, Simon the Sorcerer, Discwolrd, Blackwell, Kathy Rain, a.s.o. this one is for you. Maybe
not as witty and more could have been done with it, taking into account the theme (stories, tales and legends), but it was a
pleasure and I know that I will play it again, as I did with others.. An amazing way to demonstrate VR; the experience and
interaction is fantastic. The Conductor spell is my favorite spell.

You will enjoy this free little game. I'm suprised it's free.

10/10
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Well For Two Bucks For The Game Not Bad But...
Wish You Can Be Someone Else Besides..
Night Owl An RosShach...
Comics An Movie Are Bad♥♥♥♥♥The Game Okay..
Just Some Of The Combo Moves Sux An They....
Look Like They Are Punching Like ♥♥♥♥!!!!!. Achievements.
Pros: You get 4990 achievements by idling 2h and Trading Cards (+ 1-2h).
Cons: You have to actually play, to get last 10! :D

Well, the game is not bad at all! :D. This might've been the best game I played this year. Top quality voice acting and hilarious
story, easy to learn but hard to master combat system that rewards you for learning new tricks and the boss fights that might as
well been from Dark Souls. Online mode works perfectly, no issues with connection. I haven't encountered one glitch or bug.
Good job guys.

Overall if you like great games or Holocaust you will definitely enjoy this gem. I give it a 9.9/10. Honestly my #1 favorite
clicker game, i played this game quiet alot and there wasnt a second i didn't enjoy. I loved everything about this game, the art,
the music, the upgrades/equipment. Only clicker game i'd spend money on. 99/10. The break system is rather clunky and feels
hard to break in single loco setting, otherwise the TRAXX series are one of the best european train that are currently serving
multiple central european countries. I rate this DLC 7 out of 10.

Ever since the new Inter City coach update, I approve of this, I'll rate it as 8 out of 10 for now, all outstanding issues are fixed..
At least in BLOCKADE 3D, you don't get dizzy, can close the chat box without sending a message and (!) disconnect without
Alt+F4.

Edit: do not buy this game. It is completely broken. You cannot play. Do not try, or you will waste your money.. The art for the
game is bad and lazy, the animation is basically non existent, the sound design makes me want to die, the music is either horrible
or cliche, usually both. Also tons of bugs.. It's not bad for a time management game.
But the formula is over repeated and it brings nothing new to the table.
Can be fun for a bit, though.. Amazng......... The short review is that the game is fantastic. It's priced at $10 as of the writing of
this review, and it's worth it, but getting on sale would be better!

Except for one point, the story was excellent, the feel of the game was great and very immersive in 1930s New York, the
soundtrack kicked butt, the puzzles were intelligible (I knew exactly what to do most of the time, but there was just the right
amount of difficulty in getting it done), and I thought the humor of the protagonist was fantastic, but I like dry humor. The
connect-the-dots mechanic was pretty inventive, I thought and added a good detective story even better, IMHO. The
mannequins were probably the worst part of the game because they sometimes looked or did things that weren't right, but almost
all point and click adventure puzzles suffer from this. My second complaint would be all the Dannazionis that were liberally
peppered throughout the game. It was a bit overused.

To address some complaints about the story being too linear or limiting in that I can't grab an object or do something now, but
can later on when the story advances, I actually thought it made sense and, once again, is something most point and click
adventure games do. I actually didn't mind because I viewed it as a story-focused game and that stream-lined it so that I could
enjoy the story instead of getting caught up in picking up a bunch of useless stuff that I didn't need and wouldn't use.

SPOILER ALERT AHEAD!
The one thing I didn't like about the story was the paranormal element that was thrown in regarding the girl. While she is
basically the MacGuffin for Face Noir, there is this allusion to her being able to control time and dreams and that she is going to
do something supernatural in the sequel. This kind of threw me out of the immersiveness that the rest of the game established so
well. The supernatural really has no place in a good noir story. Read any of the hard-boiled detective writers like Raymond
Chandler, Dashell Hammett, and Mickey Spillane that typified the detective\/Noir writing and none of them ever got caught up
in that stuff. I also thought that its introduction in the last 1\/3 of the game kind of blindsided me after being so true to the hard-
boiled detective genre for the first 2\/3 of the game.

I do look forward to Face Noir II, though. Great job!
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